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EDITOR’S NOTE
We’re safe! I’m not quite sure how, but we are safe. It
seems like forever since St. Pauli opened up the
2016/17 campaign against StuFgart. It was a strange
game, one where we showed plenty of ability, but
ulHmately lost. I was probably more conﬁdent than
most aJer that defeat, and in the weeks that followed i
thought it would only be a maFer of Hme before St.
Pauli started to click and get turn around the poor start
to the season. In hindsight, defeats to StuFgart,
Eintracht Braunschweig and Dynamo Dresden; all of
whom will ﬁnish in the top 5 in the league, were not
the end of the world. We entered matchday 4 without
a point, but a 90th minute winner by Sahin against
Arminia Bielefeld was the turning point i’d expected. I
was wrong.
It was 11 games and almost 3 months unHl our next
victory. At which point we looked down and out, and
i’m not sure even the most posiHve of FCSP supporters
could have imagined the form we would end the
season on. I went to the game in Braunschweig at the
start of February, a game with no expectaHons or hope.
St. Pauli were rock boFom, 11 points and 11 goals in
their previous 18 games and 3 points adriJ of Bielefeld
above them, with Karlsruhe in 16th six points clear. In
contrast, Braunschweig were joint top of the table, and
were unbeaten at home - winning 8 out of their 9 home
games. Gulp.
It was an unbelievable performance, with quality and
determinaHon in equal measure. Yi-Young Park made
his debut out of nowhere and was absolutely superb,
his endeavour down the leJ epitomised a team that
out-fought their opposiHon. Sahin was really starHng to
shine too, and his quality alongside Möller-Daehli and
Sobota caused Braunschweig plenty of problems. That
victory put us back within touching distance of those
above us, and we rarely looked back. St. Pauli have
collected 30 points from a possible 42. A brief blip of
four games without a victory, parHcularly the 1-0 defeat
in Aue threatened to derail the recovery, but the club
have responded brilliantly - winning our last 5 games to
guarantee survival with two weeks to go.
I know plenty of you will be over for the ﬁnal two
games of the season - so enjoy them and relax with a
few Astra’s without having to worry about the results
elsewhere!
Onto the fanzine and Yorkshire St. Pauli. YSP celebrates
it’s sixth birthday today, a feat. that is a humbling
reminder of how long we’ve been going and the work
we’ve achieved. YSP was started to provide local,
likeminded people a chance to meet-up and watch

games and that will always be the foremost objecHve.
But through the principles of St. Pauli and the passion
and unwavering commitment of our members we’ve
been able to do so much more. In the last 12 months
and in the face of an ever increasing right wing stance
amongst the country, we’ve managed to raise over
£3000 for Leeds based refugee charity PAFRAS through
our kitchen fund, membership fees and fundraising.
Raising money is great, but taking acHon is even beFer.
The last 12 months of our Football For All ‘project’ has
exceeded all expectaHons, providing free football for
anyone in the community who can’t aﬀord it, providing
kit and equipment for those who don’t have any and
allowing people to play football in a friendly,
uncompeHHve environment and a chance to meet
people who live in the community who are welcoming
and friendly. The biggest success of what is essenHally a
friendly, organised kickabout is the friendships that
people develop within the group - a vital social tool
that allows people to see that they are not alone,
regardless of their circumstances. More on that later.
The fanclub meanwhile is not a local one, it’s
internaHonal, breaking all borders and barriers in the
way. This year we surpassed 100 members, with dozens
of them living outside of Yorkshire. If you’re one of
these, thank you. I’m sHll amazed by the love and
warmth we receive from people all over the world, and
i’m surprised by the numbers who want to be YSP
members. Hopefully it means we are doing something
right in the name of St. Pauli.
I loved ediHng and compiling this fanzine years ago
when it ﬁrst started but as YSP grew the demands on
our Hme became greater and we had to prioriHse the
work, the fanzine dropped down the list. On top of
organising the fanclub and the Football For All project,
maintaining social media accounts, responding to
emails and messages - all in amongst going to work and
trying to have a social life, Yorkshire St. Pauli is a
demanding hobby! On that note, i’d like to use this
column to pay special thanks to all those who pitch in
and keep the YSP juggernaut moving. To all those
members who have joined us in the last six years from
near and far, to all who have supported our work, and
to those to whom YSP is a daily workload rather than a
monthly day out.
Finally, thank you to all those who have contributed to
this fanzine at incredibly short noHce over the last
week.
Here’s to a less nervous 2017/18 season.
ScoF, YSP.

I KNOW WHY I’M
STANDING HERE
I have to admit a year ago I was driJing away a liFle
from YSP. “Job done,” I suppose I might have thought
aJer 5 years in which a few people meeHng coyly on
the web turned into a well-oiled machine thanks to lots
of hard work by an inner core of people.
Guess what? One year on and I’m sHll standing here
with my friends, supporHng the magically erraHc FC and
helping spread the word that football, poliHcs and
social engagement can bring diverse people together.
And now more than ever, in an era when people who
think like us are discredited, scoﬀed at or worse sHll, it’s
even more important that we sHck together.
Why am I sHll standing here? Because supporHng FCSP
isn’t a fad or a fashion statement; it’s our way of life.

And 6 years on since Mick, ScoF, George, Steve, Luke
(editor’s note - Luke never made it, some excuse about
bus Hmes or something) and I met awkwardly outside a
Leeds pub, we are now surrounded by a group of
brilliant, beauHful, diverse people all pitching in what
they can for a great cause. If you fancy a kickabout with
friends where naHonality, gender and sexuality are
irrelevant, come along to the ‘Football for All’ sessions
on Sundays, which were inspired by the dedicaHon of
FCSP fan groups and which in turn are inspiring other
fan groups to do the same. Or if you fancy a chat, a pint
and an occasionally dodgy stream, come and watch the
Magical FC with us. We’ll make you as welcome as they
would at the Millerntor. I know why I am standing here.
Rob

POSITIVE ACTION
FOR REFUGEES AND
ASYLUM SEEKERS
2016 was the deadliest year for deaths crossing the
Mediterranean Sea, there were 5000. 2015 had been
the deadliest year prior to that with 3500 deaths.
This is tragic and preventable, however, with no legal
route into the UK to claim asylum, many are forced to
ﬂee their home and make the long and dangerous
journey to a place of safety. Once in the UK the
individual or family must claim asylum at the ﬁrst
possible opportunity, and you have to do this at the
Home Oﬃce building in Croydon. From there the
Home Oﬃce will disperse you to one of ﬁve regional
IniHal AccommodaHon centres before accommodated
somewhere within the community. Asylum seekers
have no choice where they are dispersed to, and this
results in a separaHon of close friends, cousins and the
only familiar people to one another in the UK.
Asylum seekers oJen ﬁnd themselves in transient
communiHes, the community they leJ at home, the
community in refugee camps and new communiHes
once dispersed into Home Oﬃce accommodaHon which is oJen in very poor condiHon. The APPG on
Refugees chaired by YveFe Cooper described Home
Oﬃce accommodaHon, contracted to G4S and Serco, as
shameful and disgraceful aJer hearing accounts of
mice, cockroaches and insect infestaHons. Think about
how important your home is to you and your idenHty,
comfort, self-esteem and self-worth as well a place to
relax, feel safe and conserve the energy you need to
deal with challenging and diﬃcult situaHons in your life.
Asylum seekers don’t have the right to work, many of
us build links within our community when we go out to
work, earn money which we spend within our
community, interact, help out our neighbours and feel
an acHve member. The complexity and bureaucraHc
Home Oﬃce systems means it can take years for
someone to have a posiHve outcome and gain the right
to work leaving many isolated, feeling de-skilled and
frustrated. There is also the level of uncertainty that

this group are living in with fear of being detained and
forcibly removed hanging over them. However,
despite all of this many asylum seekers acHvely
parHcipate in their community and are real key ﬁgures
providing peer support, building resilience and
contribuHng to society – the brilliant Leeds Unity
Centre is a great example of this.
PosiHve AcHon for Refugees and Asylum Seekers
(PAFRAS) works with asylum seekers, refugees and the
wider community to counter the eﬀects of enforced
desHtuHon. We provide emergency support in the
form of food parcels, toiletry packs and clothing
through a weekly drop-in which is aFended by over 100
people each week. We follow this up with 1:1
casework to support asylum seekers to engage and
ﬁght their case, link back up with legal advice, access
home oﬃce support and crucially move out of
desHtuHon and take steps towards posiHve and lasHng
changes to their situaHon. Alongside the Casework
we're very lucky to have a Mental Health Assessment
Worker who builds trust and rapport with asylum
seekers by gently exploring mental health and wellbeing with them and supporHng them to access the
right kind of support - this may be a social group to
combat feelings of isolaHon and loneliness or it could
be more structured therapy for those dealing with
trauma through ﬂeeing war, persecuHon or as result of
being tortured. PAFRAS works in partnership with great
organisaHons, groups and individuals oﬀering
somewhere to sleep, someone to talk to, ESOL classes,
day trips and friendly faces. The compassionate and
welcoming community we're lucky to be part of
understands the needs of asylum seekers and their
acHons go a long way to countering the anHimmigraHon rhetoric we hear so oJen from
mainstream media and recent poliHcal campaigns.
Ruth Davany
Director, PAFRAS

Nous sommes St. Pauli
…et nous allons gagner! When you talk about fan
culture among football supporters, there is one issue
that is unavoidable and coming up over and over again
– and it’s not the discussion about whether
pyrotechnics are acceptable or not! – it is the quesHon
of who “the real, the true fans” are in modern football.
Another very hot topic is the discussion about fan
culture being poliHcal or not. And a third item always
high up on the agenda is the struggle about the
ownership of “the game” – if football belongs to the
fans – how can we stand our ground, save fan culture
and resist the desire to see our team win at all cost, in
an increasingly commercialised, consumerist football
event that is shaped by money, repressive security
policies against the most loyal supporters and the
overall desire to clear the game of any dissonance to
maximise proﬁt on the back of compeHHve balance?
What is our role as fans in the game? What makes good
support?
FC St. Pauli, as a football club, has never played in any
European club compeHHon and has never won any
major trophy – well, if you ignore a few championships
in the local Oddset Cup in Hamburg. The professional
football team has been going up and down the
divisions and dosen’t play in the 1st Bundesliga most of
the Hme. And yet, despite being characterised very
much by an absence of sporHng success, FC St. Pauli is
known internaHonally, has hundreds of fan clubs all
over the world and is listed among the top 5 clubs in
Germany, just behind big teams such as Bayern Munich
and Borussia Dortmund, when it comes to sympathy
rankings and brand value (“Football Survey 2016” Technical University Braunschweig, 2016).
The main root-cause for this extraordinary internaHonal
popularity of a small second division team has been the
fanbase of the club itself - born by a movement of
progressive and passionate football lovers, people just
like you and me who followed a team like any other.
And that was St. Pauli Hll the 1980s – a team like any
other. Their struggles and acHons have since inspired
generaHons of St. Pauli fans who are seeking to uphold
a culture on and oﬀ the pitch that provides answers to
the iniHal quesHons above that are summed up
perfectly in this statement of the St. Pauli fan group
G.A.S:
“Good support is….when you go crazy for 90 Minutes
and shouted your head oﬀ at the end of the game. But
also the commitment beyond match is important.

PainHng banners, producing confeu, taking part in
solidarity acHons in the community makes good
support. Geung your ass up and doing it yourself
instead of bombarding message boards and comments
secHons with criHcism. It’s about not just consuming
the privilege of being part of the St. Pauli family but
about acHvely contribuHng to our stands being
colourful, diverse and noisy. Always and
everywhere!” (Übersteiger, No 127, 27.02.2017)
The story of the fans and that of many other
protagonists in and around the FC St. Pauli that have
led the way over the last 20 years is told by Nick in this
book.
St. Pauli is widely known for this culture, for having
established a consensus against fascism and any other
form of discriminaHon - for the sake of a diverse,
vibrant and powerful fanbase. This fanbase that has
managed to shape a club that seeks to preserve
democraHc values and withstand the exploitaHve logic
of the modern football industry through its supporters
successfully at many levels.
Unfortunately, such examples of progressive fan
movements are less well known elsewhere. But that
doesn’t mean that they don’t exist. Just like in St. Pauli,
progressive fan groups in Turkey have been engaging
for many years in a manifold of acHviHes similar to
those acHons and values that St. Pauli promotes: prodemocracy, anH-discriminaHon and an acHve Do-itYourself Culture based on the idea that the game is for
the people. Football is seen by these groups not just as
a pedestal for chanHng, rivalry and sporHng
confrontaHon. They uHlise the love for their club as a
unifying tool that is not limited to events inside the
stadium but to responsibility for the promoHon of
social cohesion in the community as a whole.
The fanbase of Besiktas is probably internaHonally the
most prominent example of such “St. Pauli type” of fan
acHons in Turkish football. St. Pauli has oJen been
compared to Besiktas and vice versa – in summer 2013,
both teams even played each other in a friendly in
Hamburg. But there are a number of other supporter
groups in Turkey that are less well known but at least
similarly progressive in their acHons: just a few
kilometres further down the Bosporus on the Asian
side in Istanbul, Fenerbahce groups like Vamos Bien,
Taşra or ÜNIFEB have organised internaHonal fan
solidarity acHons, campaigned against homophobia or
supported refugees.

In other ciHes, groups like KaraKizil, a supporters group
of Genclerbirligi were the founding members of the
regional supporters rights alliance TarafDer. As
KaraKizil, they have promoted a pro-LGBTIQ agenda
and fought against gender-based discriminaHon,
amongst others through friendly matches against sex
workers and by endorsing the gay professional referee
Halil Ibrahim Dincdag who was outed in public and
forced out of his job. They organise a fan radio show
and clothing collecHons for refugees. At the fanbase of
Kurdish side Amedspor, there is an own female
supporters group and many solidarity acHons for
civilian vicHms of the war in the region. Female
members of the group Viva Göztepe in Izmir not too
long ago organised a demonstraHon with many
hundred parHcipants against sexist chanHng in football
– something that hasn’t even happened anywhere in
St. Pauli or elsewhere in Western Europe Hll today.
Other examples of progressive groups which have
engaged in similar acHons at club level can be found at
all levels of the game, whether it is TekYumruk at
Galatasaray, or fans of Gümüslükspor at amateur level.
The list could be conHnued….
A fact that is less well known about St. Pauli, is that
beyond its famous acHons at local level, the fanbase
was a driving force behind fan poliHcal commitment
and the establishment of fan unity beyond rivalries in
German football for the common cause as a whole – St.
Pauli fans were founding members of the ﬁrst naHonal
supporters rights alliance BAFF (Alliance of AnH-Fascist
Football Fans) in Germany. Its campaign “Sitzen ist für’n
Arsch” (“Seats my ass”) in the 1990s played a decisive
role in preserving standing areas and thus socially
inclusive Hcket pricing in Germany football stadia right
up to the present day. In recent years, St. Pauli fans
were again key in establishing fan networks, this Hme at
conHnental level: Ultrà Sankt Pauli and the Fanladen St.
Pauli about which you will read a lot in this book
iniHated the foundaHon of the Alerta! Network – a
growing alliance of anH-fascist ultra groups in Europe.
Likewise, Fanladen staﬀ, several other St. Pauli fan
groups and fan representaHves took leading posiHons
in the establishment process of the biggest conHnental
federaHon of football fans and supporter groups called
Football Supporters Europe (FSE).
But also this can ﬁnd its equivalents in Turkey: the fans
rights alliance TarafDer took judicial acHon at the
highest level against the Turkish football authoriHes, to
tackle key elements of the original format of the
naHonal electronic fan ID card Passolig which were anHconsHtuHonal. Thanks to their Hreless eﬀorts, decisive
elements of the Hcket system had to be amended in
favour of data protecHon and fans rights in the course
of the trial period that ended in 2016. Alongside this
process, TarafDer also iniHated a solidarity boycoF
campaign against the Passolig system in a coaliHon with
the supporters rights union THD (TaraJar Haklari
Dernegi) which was joined by tens of thousands of
supporters in Turkey and led to record drop of around

50% on average in stadium aFendances across the
country during the enHre season 2014/2015. Today,
representaHves of THD have been taken up as fan
experts in city council commiFees on inclusion and
refugees in sport and are both members of the
European fans network Football Supporters Europe
(FSE).
Hence, it is not that St. Pauli as a club is unique in its
character thanks to the commitment of its supporters.
The spirit that is driving St. Pauli fans is to be found
among fans at many other clubs around the world and,
of course, in Turkey. St. Pauli might be one shining
example showing what can be achieved within 20+
years if the potenHal of such supporter culture can truly
unfold and be embraced as a posiHve force by the
managements of the clubs themselves that these
supporters so passionately follow. And yes, sure, St.
Pauli is far from perfect, but the role of the supporters
as the criHcal correcHve of football has been a crucial
element for the clubs’ most successful years unHl now.
And if St. Pauli has achieved one thing at a global level,
then it is to carry the message into the world that
another kind of football is possible. This book is a
wonderful and important part of this movement and
(fan) history in the making that is far from over.
Allez Braun-Weiss!
Daniela Wurbs
former CEO of Football Supporters Europe (FSE)
Taken from the foreword of ‘Pirates, Punks and
Poli9cs’ by Nick Davidson, which has recently been
published in Turkish.

RAFA SENT ME A
TEXT LAST JUNE
Rafa sent me and Florian Thauvin a WhatsApp last
June: Reet lads, it read; I’ve arranged for youse two to
gaan on loan to l’OM for the season coz we’ve gone
doon and youse could both do with a bit sunning
yourselves on the Med like. I said back, Senor Benitez,
I’m contracted with Yorkshire Sankt Pauli now ye knah
but he said he’d arranged it with Webbs and Lee
Charnley and Mike Ashley knew nowt about it but it
was aal areet with him so I packed my factor-ﬁUy and
found a job delivering takeaways on a bicycle so I
could play for FC La Plaine.
Marseilles is not a French city. In the sense that
everywhere I have visited in France before now has had
an air of Paris which is completely absent here. Paris as
a capital has much more importance to the naHonal
psyche than London does. In Newcastle or Leeds you
don’t feel London as much as you feel Paris in Lille or
Lyon but in Marseilles you feel only Marseilles which is
somewhere between Tunisia, Cameroon, Algeria,
Corsica, Senegal, Thailand, Morocco, Catalonia,
Vietnam, Cote d’Ivoire, Comoros, Italy and the sea. It’s
a millennia-old cosmopolis where around 65% of the
city doesn’t eat pork but almost everybody eats ﬁsh
soup, where French is considered –half jokingly- the
second language and where there are, in fact, contrary
to very popular opinion, more than one football team.
But only one maFers. Olympic Marseille’s moFo is
“straight to the point” which makes it easy to see why
this city is called the French Glasgow.
The fans are preFy much exactly that. The various
Ultras groups operate mainly out of the two goal-ends
of the Stade de Velodrome (which also has a stand
named aJer a fan, probably the only one like it in the
world) known as the Virage Nord and Virage Sud; they
sell their own club merch and match Hckets out of their
own shop and bar opposite the stadium and are vocal
about where they think the club is going, which isn’t
anywhere good by the way. Cut a long story short:
they’re fed up with the venture capitalist and long for
the days gone by when the club was run by Corsican
Maﬁoso and challenged for European football. As a
Toon fan I can sympathise with a loyal fan base
exploited for their cash during and aJer a period of
success just as big money started to enter the sport in
the nineHes but Newcastle have rarely dropped to
regular sub-40,000 ﬁgures at the gates. The Velodrome
is full of ﬂags, ﬂares and chants of “we’ll fuck you up”

but half-full it looks like another stadium with a fanbase
sick to the back teeth of the exploitaHon of their loyal
support: Elland Road. Tickets are someHmes just 15€ a
shout and yet for most of the season they’d be beFer
oﬀ having the cycling track put back in. Florian was
furious.The city outside of football has plenty of radical
groups and spaces through squaung and what’s known
as la vie associaHve; members clubs and bars with aims
and objecHves run at non-proﬁt. The neighbourhood
around two plazas atop a hill in the city centre; Cours
Julien and La Pleine is thick with associaHve boozers,
anarchist aperro and real life people. The walls are
covered in artwork and there is always a chat and a can
going in the square. A liFle stuck up on occasion, the
area normally hosts proper markets with proper market
traders but this is under threat. The council want to
occupy this public, shared space with enclosed bistro
seaHng. They want two thirds of the market to be
beggar-free and bo-bo. Actually, market-free and
sterile.
Cue FC La Pleine. FCLP play football on La Pleine, the
trick here is that there is no football pitch, no squad, no
arranged weekly meet. There is a children’s playpark, a
gravel court for playing patonque and a car park and
FCLP simply show up intermiFently and use the space for space is to be used- to play football with whoever
wants a kick about; kids, market traders, nightshop
aFendents, drinkers, thinkers and hash dealers all
welcome. The philosophy appears to be that if we don’t
use we lose it and will ﬁnd it very hard to lose it if we
use it. So, uHlity, not aFack, appears to be FCLP’s best
defence.Anyway, I suﬀered a torn ligament at work
which was worsened by an aJernoon playing three-aside on La Pleine, Florian met me in the BouHque des
Ultras and told me he didn’t fancy going back to NE1
much as he reckons he’s in for a permanent deal
playing mediocre mid-table Ligue 1 for the next twelve
months because that lad Gomez from Swansea keeps
them top ten but also because Lee Charnley says he
lost the receipts for his loan in the wash. Webb was last
seen on an EasyJet ﬂight to the Costa del Sol with a
toke bag full of VAT claim forms and my Hme’s up here.
Back to Leeds and my beloved YSP. Back to the Premier
for my beloved Toon. Back to avoiding a relegaHon
baFle for my beloved Sankt Pauli. Livin’ la vida loco. LS7
be the postcode.
Raﬁq Abd El-Kanghir

BAD Luck in the
Ruckrunde
This isn’t a typo, honest. You may be forgiven for
thinking that because surely St Pauli’s bad luck
was in the Hinrunde. Back to back 1-0 defeats
with own goals being scored in both matches
back in November 2016 was clear evidence of
this. However their return to form didn’t work
out for everyone. This is a celebraYon of St.
Pauli’s excellent form in the 2nd half of the
season and my own annoyance that I haven’t
witnessed any of it in person.
This is a summary of St. Pauli’s record in the
Ruckrunde (second half of the season) in
comparison to the Hinrunde (ﬁrst half of the
season). It is excellent, and in fact only the teams
on course for automaHc promoHon, Hannover and
StuFgart, have been able to beFer it.
P

W

D

L

+

-

Pts

Ruckrunde

15

9

3

3

24 9

30

Hinrude

17

2

5

10

11 24

11

So why is this annoying I hear you ask? I’ve been to
three games in 2017 but I’ve managed to sidestep
the recent wins with the sort of skills Messi would
be proud of. To arHculate my unlucky streak, here’s
a table of results with and without me in
aFendance…
P
With Ade

Without Ade

W

D

L

+

-

Pts

3

0

2

1

1

2

2

12

9

1

2

23

7

28

My ﬁrst game in 2017 was StuFgart at home.
Considering our form at the Hme a 1-0 loss to a
team on course for promoHon didn’t seem too

bad. That defeat leJ us needing snookers just to
get to 17th! The following week we were away to
leaders Braunschweig. It looked like a nailed on
defeat but the team hasn’t looked back since
securing a 2-1 win there.
My next game was away at Arminia Bielefeld. It
was the boFom two teams baFling out a fairly
dour game but conﬁdence was growing with 2
wins in the previous games. It was freezing but St.
Pauli looked to have edged it, taking a 1-0 lead as
the clock turned past the 90. Bielefeld sent the
keeper up for a corner in the 4th minute of injury
Hme and a goalmouth scramble ensued. The end
result was a goal for Bielefeld, 2 points lost and me
having to cheer up two very cold children with a
pizza!
My third game was even more annoying. Form had
slipped a bit and we faced Sandhausen on a lovely
April evening at the Millerntor. They were reduced
to 10 men on 10 minutes but we failed to take
advantage. Bouhaddouz spurned a great chance
when the keeper parried but hit the bar when it
seemed easier to score. At the Hme it looked like
we could rue those 2 points. Five straight wins
since then has proved that fear to be misplaced.
I don’t want to put anyone oﬀ any of the end of
season games you may have booked but I’ll warn
you now. I’m going to the last home and away
games. Please contact the Hcket oﬃce for a refund
if you no longer wish to aFend!
I got to see an excellent win in Furth before
Christmas so it’s not been all bad this season for
me personally. Sahin scored in the 90th minute to
seal a 1st away win since April 2016, a goal which
would later be awarded Bundesliga’s ‘Goal of the
month’. If you have not seen it I’d recommend
ﬁnding it on the internet. It truly was a thing of
beauty.
Ade Brandwood

DERBY ST. PAULI

How did we get here?! Being a young punk on the
mean streets of the Midlands during the punk and
alternaYve renaissance of the early noughYes was
great. DIY gigs all the Yme, shoestring tours with my
band and having bonkers hairstyles that, looking back,
probably upset me Mam a bit.
However, one thing didn’t ﬁt into the equaHon:
Football. Football, as I had repeatedly drummed
(beaten) into me by the trendies, was to me a basHon
of the a***hole. A macho struung ground Hnged with
casual racism. So, imagine my surprise when bands I
knew were returning from their European tours and
turning up to gigs in FOOTBALL SHIRTS?! And Brown
ones at that. Anyways, we got talking about St Pauli,
and was surprised when I was repeatedly told in the
conversaHons that “Tom, mate, you’d love it”
As it would turn out, they were right. As my discovery
of the Boys in Brown happened at a Hme when the
internet wasn’t as available as it is now, my support was
fairly passive. But about 3 years ago, I decided that in
order to spare my wife from 90 minutes of German
commentary once a week that I’d take my laptop down
to the Hairy Dog (Derby’s premier live music venue and
dive bar) and let Facebook know that I was doing it.

Fast forward to the present and Derby St Pauli are a
regular ﬁxture at the Hairy Dog. Many of the patrons
view football in the same way I did 15 years ago,
however the ethos of the club and its standalone
capacity for tolerance and inclusivity has begun
changing that. I think I was the only person smiling in
the room when Arminia Bielefeld equalised against us
in the 93rd minute in February. This is because I caught
the Barman (a lovely but very dismissive of football sort
of guy) with his hands on his head, aghast at what had
just happened. He won’t admit it, but I think he’s
hooked.
St Pauli is a lot of things to a lot of people, but for me
(and I think I speak for the other guys who give up their
weekends to watch 2nd Her German football with me)
it’s about welcoming the outsider. Not only welcoming
them but showing that anyone can play a part and get
acHvely involved in supporHng not just a club, but a
message and an ethos. We’re taking football back from
the a***holes.
Tom, Derby St. Pauli
Facebook: hFps://www.facebook.com/DerbyFCSP

THE SCUM’S
SEASON REVIEW
THE FOREWARD
Editor’s note - If you ever miss a game, or drink so
much you can’t recall what actually happened,
reading the FCSP South End Scum match reports are
essenYal. Somewhat remarkably (if you’ve ever met
the scum, you know exactly what we mean) the
coherant and detailed match reports are brilliantly
detailed. So we asked our mates from Athens to
review the season for us, albeit two weeks early as
we’ve deadlines to hit…
A bloody season review before the actual end of the
season???
Doesn’t sound like an idea taken from some “best
pracHces” handbook but the fact that 1) as this is
wriFen, we have already manage to achieve our
“season goals”, at least the way they were shaped up
along the course of the season and 2) this text is for the
ﬁrst issue of Weiße Rose aJer a long long Hme (last one
was July 2015, if I can recall correct). During this Hme a
lot of us were systemaHcally breaking the balls of ScoF
in order to get the mag back on the air. Now that we’ve
ﬁnally persuaded him into doing it and our help was
asked (put your money where your mouth is Greg :D ),
our deadline is far more important than the unﬁnished
Liga 2 business of the others ;-)

Season 2016-17 can be easily considered as a remake
of the 2014-15 season, the main diﬀerences were two:
a) we managed to hit a harder boFom and b) we
managed to do a more impressive comeback, this is
actually the reason that allows me to be a cocky
bastard as I write instead of packaging my Bochum
suitcase with shit for blood pressure, heart stability and
all the other things that can happen to you when your
favorite FCSP club facing a disaster (to all of you who
think that Liga 3 is only about return to the roots and
Hillbillier (!!!) groundhopping, beFer think again ^^) ;-)
In the end, we’re safe home but hopefully this season’s
lessons have been beFer learned than the previous
ones – of course relegaHng it’s not a disaster for FCSP…
but only when you’re being relegated TO and NOT
FROM Liga 2…
OK, enough intro blah blah, let’s go and take a look
what happened. In order not to make this like a big
word spagheu, we can divide the season in seven
parts:
Note: there’s extensive use of plural below. It’s not
some kind of schizoid personality shit – where applied,
reﬂects share opinions, thoughts, beliefs, etc. by the
local South End Scum crew ;-)

part i
getting to know us better
FCSP at the season starHng line with a lot of ambiHons
in the bag. AJer a more or less fruiƒul 2015-16 season,
the bar seems like it has been raised, at least for a big
part of the FCSP fan base. You can read at the social
media lot of stuﬀ about the next step which would be
of course nothing else than promoHon. At the same
Hme, the arrival of Under Armour (FOR FUCK’S SAKE
FCSP, WHY???) with the fat cash these people carry
along, gives a sense that the Club aims “higher”. From
our point of view, promoHon is just a nice-to-have and
the UA issue is something that probably would
probably require a separate piece on its own, sHll things
overall look good. Football-wise meanwhile, a lot of
realignments in the squad but no impressive moves,
something not bad at all, we’re FCSP not RB. 8 people
leJ and other 8 arrived (some of them familiar faces).
Within the summer bliss a few noHced the fact that
both Rzatkowski and Alushi leJ (some other idiots like
me noHced it but didn’t pay special aFenHon because
they didn’t like Alushi, thinking that he’s not fully “FCSP
compaHble” (actually true)) without having been
replaced in a persuasive manner. Actually the idea was
that in a well-oiled machine like the one we are about
to setup, one or two posiHons cannot be a problem,
Ewald and crew will work things out…
Opening matchday arrives, FCSP is visiHng StuFgart to
play against the recently relegated and promoHon
favorite (as we speak they have already one foot back
in the Bundesliga), a game that wasn’t considered as a
3pter in our provisional balance sheet I suppose. Squad
starts well, we actually manage to get ahead in the
game but we ﬁnally lose it on 87’, mainly due to
defensive screw ups that allowed VfB to return from
behind. Alright, shit happens, we didn’t go aJer all to
the Mercedes-Benz Arena as the favorites and there are
always tacHcal gaps at the beginning of every season
that are corrected along the way. The following week
holds a quite unpleasant surprise for the Boys in Brown.
League opening at the Millerntor, disgusHng Eintracht
Braunschweig the visitors, we all wait from the squad
to eliminate opening match day’s weaknesses, take
things one step further, crush these bastards and start
collecHng… The only thing we collected was some real
strong kicks in the ass from EBS who came, sat at the
driver’s seat from the opening moments of the game,
scored a couple of goals for fun and leJ, leaving us
wondering whether these bastards are so improved or
something went deadly wrong with us... A quesHon
that wouldn’t ﬁnd an answer even at the next
matchday (not week, in the meanHme we made a

healthy 0-3 excursion to Lübeck for the DFB Pokal)
when we visited the equally ﬁlthy and disgusHng
Dynamo Dresden… Lost again 1-0, conceding an early
goal, showing a liFle more in Dresden than we showed
at home one week earlier but sHll nothing impressive.
LeJ Dresden with the heads down but with the feeling
that the worst part was over at the same Hme,
something quite reasonable actually since the 2 out of
the 3 squads we faced on the opening 3 match days are
actually the squads that currently lead the promoHon
race, 2 games before the end.
When we actually managed to win Arminia the
following week, despite the fact that victory was
achieved at the very last moment (aJer all we deserved
this one more or less), we all thought that the machine
has started rolling, even with a slight but reasonable
delay, a convicHon that grew stronger on match day 5,
when we grabbed our ﬁrst away point at Karlsruhe (KSC
didn’t actually look back then like the squad that will
get the 1st Liga 3 Hcket already from April), despite the
fact that sHll the squad was far from a real squad in the
pitch. The fact of “improving”, even slowly, seemed
enough back then, it actually seemed to me (!) like
something good, in terms of… eliminaHng the preseason excessive expectaHons hence make space for
the squad to work in peace – really bright Greg… An
illusion that was maintained just ﬁne on week 6. 2-2 at
home with München 1860 (sHll struggling for survival
as we speak), 2 goals again for FCSP, all we need to do is
just be a liFle more focused and everything will go just
ﬁne…

PART II
THE HORROR
...and then, one of the most spectacular squad
landslides I can recall… An indescribable streak of
lousy performances and results which resulted in a
total sum of 1 (ONE) point in 8 (EIGHT) games that leU
the squad at the end of November all alone in the last
place with 6pts, 5 behind 17th Aue, and triggered a lot
of “unpleasant” situaYons in and around the Club…
…starHng with the hands-oﬀ defeat in Berlin, which
started ringing the ﬁrst warning bells even to my lostin-a-psychedelic-like-brown-white-bliss brain, not
because of the result itself but mainly due to the
absolutely disheartening performance of the Boys in
Brown who ﬁrst got devoured just like downtown by
Union in the ﬁrst half (2-0, was to be the ﬁnal) and
played the ant annoying the elephant for the enHre 2nd
half. Another 2-0 defeat to follow in Hannover next
week, again with an FCSP deprived of any serious
connecHon between the lines, in a few words, without
beginning, middle and end – the only thing that made
this one look slightly less annoying than Union was the
fact that we managed somehow to “hold our ground”
for 75’ against a squad, coming directly from
Bundesliga – in plain words, bollocks…
The situaHon starts becoming dramaHc on week 9.
FCSP “welcoming” the disgraceful (due to their Fanbase
mainly) Aue, in a Millerntor that is far from a full house
for the 2nd consecuHve home match (shame!). FCSP,
despite the head start with a lead aJer only 3’, thanks
to a penalty somehow “excessive”, achieves the
unachievable, to lose another one at home to an at
least mediocre team, again on 90’. Been inside GG for
this one and I can sHll recall the deadliest silence that
I’ve ever experienced in Millerntor, immediately
following 1-2… GG empHed in no Hme, like a “normal”
football ground while, immediately aJer the match, the
ﬁrst voices asking from the Club to sack Lienen
(probably the same dissaHsﬁed customers that
preferred a bloody restaurant or Lion King theatre,
leaving their season Hckets home) appeared…
Like this wasn’t enough, injuries start taking their toll,
making impossible for Lienen to make up a permanent
squad backbone (when he achieved it, later in the
course of the season, things turned upside down ;-) )
and in such a situaHon squad went to Sandhausen, only
to return with nothing except of course 3 goals on our
back and a disgraceful appearance against a non-team,
at least at the speciﬁed match… Haters mulHply, this
disrespecƒul behavior towards Lienen for sure must be
leJ behind but in no way must be forgoFen… not when
talking FCSP and not Wolfsburg, RB or H$V…

AJer our typical farewell to the DFB Pokal (October
25th, professional 0-2 cleaning in Millerntor by Hertha),
pressure started becoming so big that the ﬁrst
ﬁreworks started exploding. So, shortly aJer the home
match vs Nürnberg, which ended 1-1, in front of a sold
out Millerntor this Hme (actually the ﬁrst point we
managed to get aJer someHme, also the last ^^), the
Club sacked technical director Thomas Meggle… It’s not
the proper Hme to discuss Thomas Meggle’s
responsibiliHes here. Of course is responsible at some
level, this squad was based on his suggesHons but his
dismissal was the saddest thing that happened
throughout the season, jusHﬁed or not. Not only
because of his FCSP glorious past but also because of
the fact that he stepped forward on 2014-15 when the
bench was really hot.
In my humble opinion, Meggle was actually “burned”
on December 2014, when Ewald Lienen arrived and,
instead of returning back to the U23 or stay as Ewald’s
assistant, he was promoted to Technical Director… Not
sure that he was ready for this bridge-burning task, to
me he’s just a vicHm but neither a vicHm of his choices
nor a “vicHm” of the Club. I’d really like to believe (even
though modern football tends to be anything but
romanHc nowdays, even in Hamburg someHmes…) that
he’s just a vicHm of the circumstances and, sooner or
later, we’ll see him again involved with another role in
the FCSP family… The only posiHve thing in this mess
was that the “release” of Meggle absorbed some of the
huge vibraHon created by press, media and “fans”,
buying precious Hme for Ewald Lienen, the coach that
the Club made us proud by choosing to support him
against all odds, a choice that was soon (OK, not sooo
soon :-D) to be awarded with hard facts :)
Of course, Meggle’s departure couldn’t solve any
immediate problems in terms of team performance, so
the following week was equally painful. FCSP travelled
to Würzburg to play the local Kickers (5th on the table
back then, having impressed everybody and for sure
BEFORE their, even more incredible than our
comeback, 2nd round collapse which reminds me a lot
FCSP 2010-11 in Bundesliga).
Team, looking like a hospital in terms of personnel and
like a memorial service in terms of morale, went there,
barricaded in front of Himmelmann, stood their ground
for 84’…and lost thanks to an own goal on 84’… A
league break and Hme for some meditaHon and
regrouping that either not happened at all or it didn’t
pay back much…

Match day 13, Millerntor full house again (even though
the HaupFribune sight contradicted the numbers
seriously ^^), FCSP welcoming Fortuna and guess what?
Loss again thanks to a 2nd consecuHve own goal, only
on 36’ instead of 84’ this Hme. SituaHon around FCSP
geung crazy, people again asking for Ewald Lienen to
leave…
Even we are not sure at the moment about Ewald’s
ability to save FCSP but we prefer to go down with
Ewald instead of showing the door to him aJer Meggle
and buy a “pro” to do the job… SHll it shouldn’t be only
about Ewald – squad was showing apparent
weaknesses but at the same Hme team was struggling
not only with low morale but with a lot of injuries as
well and, in the end, you can’t blame Ewald for
defensive giJs to opponents or to opponent
goalkeepers…
Last link in the chain of despair, FC Heidenheim away,
November 26th. Another comfortable (2-0) loss, with
another mediocre squad making a live pracHce session
instead of a game, with us as opponents… Nothing new
to menHon here, everything covered in brief above.

AJer this game and 3 matches before the end of the
1st round, FCSP was looking like the absolute favorite
for the prime Hcket to Liga 3. All we had back then, was
only an abstract hope and faith… Faith to Ewald Lienen
and faith to the magic of FCSP (no maFer how Coelho
bullshit that sounds :D ). Regarding magic, there was a
lot in the 2nd round but this kind of magic is not
supernatural, is just result of hard work. Regarding
Ewald Lienen, as we speak, even the most prejudiced
people (actually not, these people don’t listen, can go
fuck their selves ;-) ) the most negaHvely oriented
towards him people know now what he is about. We
know that already, we knew it actually back in late 2013
when FCSP was again in search of a coach (between
Frontzeck and Vrabec, during Orth’s administraHon)
and we were talking about, free back then, Ewald but
taken seriously by almost no one (something actually
not unfair, considering our overall technical knowledge
validity :D ).
What we don’t know and not sure if we ever want to
know actually, is how much real Cme Ewald had aDer
Heidenheim…

part iii
As long as the floor can put up with
the weight of your ass, can’t get
worse than the bottom

So, enter December and targets have been completely
redeﬁned not because of any strategical change of
course but because of life itself. Target now is not even
catching up to the others at the moment, primary
target is just to stay alive and somehow close in order
to enter the winter break before the gap gets huge and
the league ends for us already before then. In this
respect December can be considered…successful (!)
The home 0-0 vs Kaiserslautern (currently struggling to
stay in the league, ﬀs FCK!) to the more suspicious
seemed like a coincidence, to the more opHmisHc like a
possible milestone. Squad wasn’t really something of
course but had the iniHaHve (!), had a couple of big
chances to take the game and managed to grab a point,
something more frequent for FCSP only than a shouHng
HaupFribune during the past two months. Things
started becoming a liFle more spicy and people started
really paying aFenHon one week later when the Boys in
Brown went to Henry Kissinger’s hometown (Fürth) and
ROBBED THE BLOODY HOUSE with 0-2 coming, aJer a
performance that was so similar to FCSP unHl then as
similar as the average Scum member looks with a
member of the Greek parliament :-D Of course, sHll
lightyears away from perfecHon but, damn, ﬁnally a
determined squad instead of a bunch of Emos! (sorry
‘bout that ). Squad returned with an unknown unHl
then momentum to Millerntor with the mission to beat
Bochum fair and square instead of coming by surprise
like it happened at Fürth. Weaknesses became obvious
again but this Hme there was enough passion in the
ﬁeld (along with a small dose of luck that always helps
the boldest ;-) ) for another draw. Match ended 1-1 and
FCSP went into the winter break undefeated for the
enHre December (outrageous!), with a harvest of 5
points out of 3 games and a total of 11 points, only 2

behind penulHmate Aue. Hell yeah, December 2 was
indeed a bloody milestone, mission completed, what
was now remaining to be seen was how the Hell we
would take advantage of the winter break in order to
do the so hardly desired comeback and get out of shit’s
creek.
Unlike some would probably expect (including also
myself here ), Club did not rush in, spending available
cash (there was emergency cash available), 3-4 leJ, 3-4
arrived… including the Hny demon Mats Möller Daehli
who’s menHoned here not because he’s more
important than others (Colossus Aziz Bouhaddouz, who
has scored 16 as we speak, hasn’t been menHoned so
far :-D ) but because it was the bloody key move that
was about to change everything and probably the
missing move that, if had happened the previous
summer, perhaps I would write as we speak a fuckin
Anthem instead of a review.
Winter break came and passed with regrouping and
traces of good football in Spain and before January was
over, the Hme came to show that something has really
changed here, unfortunately vs the worst possible
opponent, VfB StuFgart… Squad stood extremely well,
especially considering the de-facto supremacy of the
opponent, nevertheless lost another game towards the
end at home, this Hme on 84’, pure result again of
neglecHve defending. However, this was the ﬁrst Hme
this season that we leJ the venue defeated (and sHll
comfortably last) but happy.
We had a lot to do ahead and most of them really hard
but the main message of the day was that Hope is sHll
alive and well ;-)

part iV
BACK IN BUSINESS
February in the house, new month (like December ^^),
new expectaHons and a new chance for my sorry ass
aJer the Aue tragedy, back in October. Mission
Braunschweig (bastard Club, bastard Fanbase, excellent
^^), a Sonderzug involved and a lot of disHnguished
passengers to ﬁll it like the brothers and sisters of
YSP ;-) OK, this was… shit, loss for words here.
With the excepHon of the closing 10’, a Gutsy Brown
White Armada, went there, gave them a good lesson in
pain (and a message to all everyone that had already
wriFen us oﬀ that they were deadly wrong) and gave to
me one of the most adorable moments that I’ve
experienced during the years watching FCSP. The 3-4”
of frenzy in the guest block while Cenk Sahin (another
priceless element of this team, hoping only that he will
stay with us) was charging in towards 0-2 on 72’ is
something that with a ﬁrst try sounds comparable only
to Tschauner’s equalizer vs Paderborn back on April
Fool’s Day 2013 Odds had turned by now and we had a
liFle luck ﬁnally by our side, something that allowed us
to pay our inexcusable retreat towards the end only
with a couple of REALLY agonizing moments aJer 1-2 by
EBS on 96’. The way I see it, if FCK at the beginning of
December represented a milestone, this one is the
absolute turning point towards the way back from the
Hellish perspecHve of Liga 3…
AJer this one, everything changes, a bloody new
ballgame! AJer the EBS douchebag crew, turn of

Dynamo Dresden to come to Millerntor and get some.
No rights were given to the Dresden scum (NOT Scum!),
autude in the pitch, high pressing from the beginning
and a comfortable 2-0 to seal the feast and… 16th table
place aJer centuries of scratching the boFom of the
barrel. A short stop (only pointwise) was made at
Bielefeld where we actually paid what with avoided at
Braunschweig with a 93’ equalizer. This wasn’t the last
Hme that squad retreated to hold a result (aJer all we
didn’t became the fantasHc XI suddenly) but I think it
was the last Hme that the Boys in Brown did it in panic.
Back in Millerntor and (HOLY COW!) 5-0 OVER KSC (they
may be doomed as we speak but they were above both
us and relegaHon zone before this)… in front of only
29073 spectators (Club have you ever considered
suspending season Hcket owners that is proven that
they use their Hckets only when they have nothing
beFer to do???), with an unbelievable (always
concerning the circumstances) FCSP in the pitch,
Bouhaddouz making a hat-trick, us rubbing our eyes
and Club reaching for the ﬁrst Hme safe ground above
relegaHon zone.
And, like this wasn’t enough, we made another
successful raid, this Hme at München, hiung like a
fucking cobra with 2 goals in 5’ aJer an early 1860 lead
and showing actually (false :-D ) signs of defensive
maturaHon towards the end. SHll a lot to be done but,
with such a momentum, from now on the advantage
seemed ours ;-)

PART V
WATCH OUT, SHIT AHEAD

Of course, this squad may had been constantly
improving by then but was sHll far from the level where
we play alone, something that Union came and kindly
reminded us in Millerntor on matchday 24… Played
quite well but punished by our own mistakes again
(incredible 1st Union goal) by a clearly superior team,
nevertheless we sHll had the courage to ﬁght the match
unHl the very end while trailing 0-2 but late
Bouhaddouz goal was simply not enough – heads up
and move on…
And we had every right to do so, Union was in the
promoHon chase all the way unHl a couple of days ago
when a defeat to EBS knocked them out. The same was
applying to our next opponent, Hannover 96 which as
we speak has secured one of the top 3 places. Again we
didn’t win, again we blacked out during the closing
stages without paying the price BUT a) we didn’t lose
and b) (and the most important) we veriﬁed once and
for all that we mean serious business by dominaHng
the game for the biggest part and we even had a lot of
chances to win it (sHll less than the ones they had in
the ﬁnal 10’ our luckiest 10’ in the 2nd round ). Fair and
square 0-0 aJer a game much beFer than the score
suggests.
Black clouds started again gathering over our heads
aJer the next 2 matches with 2 unlucky results, results

that brought us back into the direct relegaHon zone.
First, a defeat 1-0 at Aue (far right Aue bunch, they
currently look like they‘ll get away with it but, in case it
happens, we’ll enjoy your Liga 3 trip even more than
you will do ^^), aJer a non-game, thanks only to a
beauHful bicycle kick goal on 28’ that made all the
diﬀerence in the match. T
hen a home 0-0 vs Sandhausen (aFendance 29085 at a
life-death match, what’s on TV Tuesday night
people???), unable to be creaHve for the 2nd
consecuHve game, this Hme against a squad down to 10
men from the opening minutes… 2 points out of 4
games in one of the most criHcal moments of the race.
First 2 of them were vs top opponents and, despite the
1pt in 2 games, we played some football. Same harvest
in the following 2 games but again clearly inferior
opponents. Were we out of steam? To me there was an
explanaHon. The laFer 2 games FCSP played without
having in the starHng XI at least one member of this
season’s “unholy trinity” (add Buchtmann we have the
4 musketeers, add Sobiech… etc. etc. ): Möller Daehli,
Sahin and Bouhaddouz. Whenever these 3 played
together we spread terror, whenever not we had
trouble… All we had to do is to hold on, try to ﬁnd
alternaHves and hope that they will all come back
together, not to miss a game again, easy stuﬀ :-D

part vi
redemption
Things had started to look again tough but this wasn’t
the nightmare of the 1st round. The squad had nothing
to do with this piHful mob of losers wearing the FCSP
jerseys back then. All we need to do was to push hard
once more and get out of the swamp for good. Next
appointment (not too many of them leJ) was matchday
28, away at Nürnberg and the return of the
aforemenHoned trinity was looking as Hmely as it can
get. Guess what? Deadly FCSP in the 2nd half, 2 more
by Bouhaddouz, bye bye FCN ;-)
Insane course of the league meanwhile, all clubs below
8th place involved even indirectly in the relegaHon
business, we were managing to win big but we were
sHll into direct relegaHon spot. Week 29 and back in
Millerntor “welcoming” Würzburger Kickers, a shadow
of the squad that managed to beat us during the 1st
round and favorite candidate (we’d like Aue beFer ;-) )
to escort KSC to the Hell of Liga 3. Sounded relaHvely
easy but it wasn’t… Würzburg barricaded in order to
secure even the one valuable point, a stressful, without
a clear head in the pitch, FCSP and not much almost for
the enHre game… unHl 88’ and the moment that
Christopher Buchtmann (outrageously good during the
2nd round), executed Würzburg with a 20m shot and
drove every Brown White wacko that was watching the
game at the verge of the true insanity! M-A-D-N-E-S-S
people in its purest and preuest form, at least the way
we experienced. To be honest, Sahin’s goal at
Braunschweig was intense alright but, was I lucky
enough to be in there on April 16th, this would be the
absolute winner ;-)
Suddenly 14th (!!!) place for FCSP and, from this point
and then, things are geung really out of control while
we try to keep a low proﬁle unHl survival is secured, not
to play smart but just to avoid going bananas Match
day 30, Düsseldorf, Esprit-Arena, SIMPLY CRAZY! In
brief: tough game, especial for Fortuna unHl 66’ when
they are leJ down to 10. They start kicking our buF
without mercy unHl they manage to get ahead on 72’.
Deus Ex Machina Ziereis, 1-1 on 78’. Fortuna down to 9
on 82’ and 1-2, aJer the red card free kick awarded,
Buchtmann 83! Cherry in the pie, 1-3 by Aziz 93’, sorry
Fortuna (decent club overall, they will be alright I
think ;-), 11th place for FCSP – this is (as ScoF usually
says ;-))… OUTRAGEOUS :-D And, guess what, it’s not
over. Next one, Heidenheim at Millerntor but nothing
looks like 1st round anymore. Squad, working like a
well-tuned Swiss clock by now (OK, not the very

expensive ones ), dominates game from the beginning,
leaves no margin for error and clears the game with
3-0. First one, own goal by legendary “BIG” John
Verhoek, I suppose the less sorrowful own goal of his
enHre career, Heidenheim can be considered one of the
3-4 teams that were involved neither in the promoHon
nor in the relegaHon baFle. Trip so far ends May 5th in
Fritz Walter Stadion, at the same place where exactly 2
years before (again match day 32) FCSP had made the
decisive step by winning FCK 1-2 and pracHcally opened
the way for our Liga 2 survival, ﬁnally secured with the
last full Hme whistle of the season at Darmstadt. Back
then we had pracHcally deprived FCK from promoHon,
this Hme things were quite diﬀerent, playing against a
pale FCK (which however seems that will make it in the
end). Professional job by FCSP, 2 goals by the usual
suspects, Bouhaddouz and Buchtmann, the “classic” 90’
goal for FCK along with the “classic” injury Hme agony
and FINALLY HOME…
Liga 2 mathemaHcally secured on day 32, aJer 5
consecuHve wins. In case I forgot to menHon, with 2
games to go, we currently hold 8th place :-D

PART Vii
tourism
And now? AJer repeaHng 2014-15 returning round but
this Hme to the extreme (6th place with 24 points back
then, 3rd (!!!) with 30 and 2 games remaining this
season), I think we all have the well-earned right to
relax. Both squad and fans we can now chill out a liFle
and just enjoy football, free of the burden that was
cumbering everybody’s backs for almost an enHre
season. For squad this is translated in free and good
football for the remaining 2 games, something actually
not really diﬃcult, both our opponents are going for
nothing, they’re relieved of any kind of stress as well, in
fact I think that a “football extravaganza” is around the
corner ;-)
For lowlife Greg? One more Scum venue Sunday in style
at Soridon, only this Hme in a really civilized
atmosphere, without cursing the holiest of the holy (no
problem with that, just a sound polluHon issue, we
curse loud :D ), smoking weed massively to keep the
pressure down (!?!) and other unhealthy habits that FC
Sankt Pauli forced us to adopt in order to handle the
serious imbalance produced by this lousy 1st round :D
Then… oﬀ to Hamburg for the end-of-season reunion
with the classy YSP crew (and not only ;-) )!!! Friends,
fun, decay (for me ;-)), some buF kicking courtesy of FC
Lampedusa on Saturday and the proper season party
ending Sunday at Bochum Naturally, for us down here
in modern-by-deﬁniHon-medieval-by-civilizaHon
Athens, end of season doesn’t mean end of story,
probably the annual, joint with our Athens Club pals,
end of season party will take place again somewhere in
June. However, season may take a liFle longer for one
more reason ^^
There’s an open issue here… Bundesliga issue… to be
more precise, H$V issue ^^ Yes, our despicable football
neighbor, rich in term of pocket depth but poor in term
of values, faces for the 3rd Hme in the last 4 years the
spectrum of Liga 2 Hell (it’s not actually Hell, when they
ﬁnally come, they will ﬁnd out that it’s just ﬁne ;-) ).
They’re currently walking right on the razor’s edge,
meaning 16th (relegaHon play oﬀ) spot. Too early to
know what will happen but have in mind in any case:
Thursday 25/5 1st leg, Monday 29 the 2nd, this is
actually the point where season really ends ;-)

A few last words…
One thing is sure about this season… Like the older
sister (2014-15), will not be forgoFen, at least not by
the ones who really live and breathe FCSP. It was about
everything football is about, all kinds of emoHons that
can be related with football (in Germany of course,

here in Greece football is oﬃcially also about death)
were felt this season. I think that we all want to keep
the 2nd round and all of us would like to forget the 1st.
Well, we shouldn’t… I could easily start here throwing
some real wise words which tend to be depreciated
nowdays due to extensive use, like “naHons forgeung
their history are doomed to relive it all over again” and
stuﬀ but the truth is much simpler. It’s not that I can’t
stand another nightmare like the ﬁrst half of the
season, I just don’t want to see another Thomas
Meggle leaving FC Sankt Pauli this way…
Footballwise, we may not achieved promoHon as some
were predicHng/demanding at the beginning of the
season but I think, at the end of it, we have a squad
that oﬀers excellent foundaHons for further
development, as long as we don’t screw things up like
we did last summer. MenHoned an “unholy trinity” at
some point above. Aziz has a solid contract with FCSP
unHl summer 2019, I don’t think that the Club has any
funny ideas about selling him for good proﬁt, we made
a lot of transfer money last season but transfer money
don’t play football. This guy is the ﬁrst one that can
REALLY score since Ginczek and unlike the laFer is far
more FCSP “compliant” (here we go again ). So
Bouhaddouz stays here (says Greg :-D ).
The other two, Sahin and Möller Daehli are both on
loan. Both of them are happy here, none of them is
expensive. (Editor’s note - since this arCcle was
‘ﬁnished’ the club have said they will say farewell to Thy
and Daehli at the last home game tomorrow - read into
that what you will). Club showed already signs that has
started working to secure the future.
Easier this week the club conﬁrmed contract renewals
for Philipp Heerwagen (unHl June 2019, what can a
man say about this guy? Squad cornerstone in more
than one aspects) and Bernd Nehrig (June 2018 for the
bad guy ) were announced. Let’s do the job quick, lock
these two inside Millerntor and then we can resume
with the rest of the strategic planning. Regarding Ewald
Lienen, nothing to be told, it’s considered obvious that,
as long as he feels that he can oﬀer to the Club, he’s
THE MAN, the rest of the details are up to him and his
crew (Lienen: “Thank you Greg” :-D :-D :-D ) subject
closed ^^ Enough of this, required actually more gray
maFer that I thought I have in store. Never lose faith,
never lose hope, stay always calm, trust your local FCSP
crew and follow your global FCSP, see each other at
Bochum ;-)
Greg, FCSP South End Scum

WEBSTER’S WORDSEARCH

FOOTBALL FOR ALL
It's 9am on Easter Sunday, and we’re stood in a car park
in Leeds waiHng on players to arrive. The roads are
quiet and most people are asleep, but not us - we’re on
our way to Hull for our ﬁrst 11-a-side match of the year.
One player is late because he’s slept in following
working a night shiJ, and another two are at the wrong
pick-up point. It’s the usual warm-up rouHne for
Yorkshire St. Pauli FC, a mixture of fun and chaos.
ConversaHons are taking place in diﬀerent languages
trying to urge the players to hurry up and join us, and
eventually we are on our way to play against Men City,
a new iniHaHve set-up by the local Football AssociaHon
to allow players to turn up and play regardless of
ability.
AJer a late arrival, our pre-match warm-up is chaoHc as
always. Half of the players are sHll in the changing room
doing their hair and deciding what colour socks to
wear, and others are just walking the touchline in their
coat, despite the mild weather in the 2017 European
City of Culture. Before we know it the game is 12
minutes in and we are losing 2-0. A lack of organisaHon
and communicaHon means tacHcs have gone out of the
window, and their second goal is on the counter aFack
with 6 players leJ upﬁeld. The ‘we’ll score more goals
than you’ mentality is a default seung, as every player
wants to score and no-one wants to defend. The shock
of conceding two early goals wakes our players up and
we start to think about playing the game properly, we
drag ourselves back into the game and are losing 4-3 at
half Hme. Some words of advice from a supporter at
half Hme suggests we need to try the idea of marking
their players, and it worked - we equalised in the
second half and didn’t concede, the game ﬁnished 4-4.
It was the ﬁrst Hme our players had ever talked about
marking or posiHoning. We don’t even cover the basics
- highlighted in a game last season when we broke the
world record for most foul throws ever conceded in 90
minutes. But that’s part of the beauty of Yorkshire St.
Pauli FC and our ‘Football For All’ project. Players turn
up, say hello, join a match and get playing. The
simplisHc nature of the sessions are perfect for
introducing new people to the group and playing
football in an uncompeHHve and friendly environment,
tacHcs and everything else can wait.
This week i went to a PAFRAS (PosiHve AcHon For
Refugees and Asylum Seekers) drop-in session. The
weekly sessions are an essenHal service for refugees
and asylum seekers in the local area; providing a hot
meal, friendly faces and professional support. Four
years ago, myself and Ian - who had been pivotal in our
iniHal link-up with PAFRAS, started to aFend these
sessions in the hope of aFracHng PAFRAS service users
to our meet-ups, to watch St. Pauli games in a friendly

environment. We overesHmated the demand to watch
second division German football. Had we been able to
promise weekly screenings of Barcelona - Real Madrid
we might have had more interest. If only they had been
there the night Lenny Thy scored four.
We soon realised that the interest wasn’t watching
football, but to play. Looking back, i’m not sure how we
did it. No-one in Yorkshire St. Pauli was a great
footballer, or even a keen footballer. But what i’ve
learnt about Yorkshire St. Pauli is anything is possible.
There’s so many people who contribute so much in
their own way, people who are determined and
passionate and always willing to help out and do great
things in the name of St. Pauli. Working on the idea of
‘if we build it, they will come’ we started a football
team and joined a 5-a-side Sunday league. In the week
before our ﬁrst match we went to the PAFRAS drop-in
to try and convince people to come and play with us.
Our ﬁrst new player was Artur, a Polish goalkeeper who
was the main reason why our ﬁrst match was a 9-3
defeat rather than 29-3.
Each week we’d go back to the drop-in session and tell
people we now played football. We met Khaled, a
Kurdish teacher who had ﬂed Syria in the face of
horriﬁc persecuHon. Khaled was the break-through in
what would become Yorkshire St. Pauli FC and in turn
‘Football For All’. Khaled brought a friend, who then
brought another friend, and in the space of a month
our squad size had doubled. Unfortunately the football
was far too compeHHve in terms of the physicality and
also the scoreline, both of which resembled a game of
Rugby rather than Football. We got Hred of teams
trying to ﬁght you and prove their masculinity, and
decided it wasn’t the right environment to try and
welcome refugees and asylum seekers into.

We had a duty to ensure they were playing in a friendly,
welcoming and uncompeHHve environment - the
founding idea of ‘Football For All’. We gave up the
league, agreed a reasonably priced pitch hire
agreement which meant we could allow refugees and
asylum seekers to play for free and just turned up each
week and organised a match amongst ourselves. The
ﬁrst few months were hard work with weeks when only
8 or 9 of us turned up, but word of the group kept
spreading and aFendances grew steadily.
Four years later, the iniHaHve has developed more than
we could ever have imagined. AFendances are
regularly between 30-45 people, with an increasing
number of women parHcipants and new players joining
us each week. We sHll keep the sessions as simple as
we can, players turn up, we provide them with kit and
boots if they need them, and players join a game. It’s
just like playing football at school, fun and
uncomplicated and playing unHl someone shouts “next
goal wins”.
The matches are played in the background of the skull
and crossbones ﬂag ﬂying on the fence. People may not
know about St. Pauli before they aFend a session but
hopefully they leave knowing about the club and how
the values of the club resonate with people across the
world and inspire acHons such as the Football For All
project. What’s great though, is that the project is as
much for people from the local community as it is for
the refugees and asylum seekers we have welcomed.
This week i went to the PAFRAS drop-in again, four
years on from when i ﬁrst started aFending. This Hme,
i’ve got hundreds of leaﬂets with me. I’m immediately
greeted by Dave - one of our players who volunteers at
PAFRAS during the weekly sessions - providing help in

the kitchen and oﬀering translaHon help, in amongst his
studying at college, his voluntary work at a local gym
and the other Hme he gives up to help other chariHes in
Leeds. We hug and immediately start talking about
Sunday’s game, play-by-play commentary on the things
that went wrong and where we should have done
things beFer.
Then he tells me about his upcoming asylum hearing,
and how he’s worried about being allowed to stay in
Leeds; a place where he is seFled and making a huge
impact on the local community. Before we can talk
much further he’s rushed away to help with a
translaHon. Across the room i spot Andy, another
refugee who regularly plays on a Sunday, who is here
for advice with an upcoming appeal hearing for his
asylum case. His last solicitor had dropped the case,
simply saying they couldn’t help further.
He isn’t allowed to work, and lives on the £36 per week
that the UK government ‘helps’ him with. I can sense
the stress in his body language as he tells me about the
infuriaHng process of an asylum appeal and the fear of
having to return to his country of birth. It’s a reminder
of the background to which our sessions are played.
That’s the harsh reality of the project, that for one hour
on a Sunday people can hopefully forget whatever
problems they are going through and enjoy a game of
football in an environment that is welcoming and
friendly, and hopefully leads to them meeHng new
people, making friends and having fun. It’s funny what
can be achieved with a football.
ScoQ

A BLADE WHO FELL
IN LOVE WITH
ST. PAULI
everyday life in Brexit Britain. They get that being a
Blade has an idenHty of it’s own.
However throughout the season I have been eagerly
monitoring the situaHon at the boFom of 2. Bundesliga
just as much as I’ve been keeping an eye on the top of
the third Her of English football. For me this season has
been realisaHon that St. Pauli plays an equally
signiﬁcant role (if not larger) when it comes to the
construcHon of my idenHty. I franHcally refresh the
scores to see if Bouhaddouz has managed to bouhadsmash one into the onion bag just as oJen as I do for
Billy Sharp.

As a Sheﬃeld United fan, I’ve oUen wondered
whether or not I was pushed or pulled towards
supporYng St. Pauli. If Sheﬃeld United had been half
decent would I had been bothered about some
football club hundreds of miles away? Would I have
cared about aligning my LeU-wing poliYcs with
football? The answer is probably ‘yes’.
For the ﬁrst Hme since 2006 the club I grew up
supporHng have actually had a good season. In fact
they’ve had a fucking unbelievable season by winning
the league with a total of 100 points.
Behind this success is the Sheﬃeld United fan, exballboy, ex-player and present manager; Chris Wilder.
Wilder has galvanised a club that looked desHned to
spending a million years in the lower leagues of English
Football. Along with club captain (and boyhood fan)
Billy Sharp, they have reintroduced a sense of idenHty
to the club that had been missing since the Warnock
epoch. They’ve made the fans feel connected,
passionate and given them something to be proud of
aJer years of dodgy managers and players who
couldn’t give less of a shit if they tried. They get what it
means to be a Blade. They get that we’re a working
class club, we’re a community that lives and breathes
football as a means of escaping the drudgery of

But if I’m honest, the connecHon I feel towards St. Pauli
goes beyond franHcally checking the scores and having
a few beers when we avoid relegaHon yet again. With
St. Pauli I feel like I have a great sense of belonging,
that I’m more comfortable when I know that I’m
sharing a stand with a bunch of people who are
staunch anH-fascists who acHvely ﬁght all forms of
discriminaHon and hatred.
This was completely reaﬃrmed for me when the Blades
re-signed Ched Evans at the end of the season. For all
the great memories Chris Wilder and Sheﬃeld United
have provided me with this season, they’ve somehow
managed to leave me with a bad taste in my mouth. I’ll
leave you to look up the Ched Evans situaHon as this is
certainly the wrong format to go into it. But for me,
the sexism of some of the people I share a football club
with towards female fans such as Charlie Webster and
Jessica Ennis-Hill who have spoken out against the
signing of this man proves to me that my football
idenHty is predominantly constructed by FC St. Pauli.
I will always be a Blade, I will always follow them and
anHcipate every single match (even if it is the 1st round
of the Checkatrade trophy). I don’t see supporHng
Sheﬃeld United and FC. St Pauli as mutually exclusive.
But my poliHcs doesn’t stop when I watch a football
match. For me, St. Pauli feels like an extension of who I
am. St. Pauli feels like home.
Chris

KALLA YOUR LIFE
IF YOU’RE HAVING A GOOD TIME
3) Even when St. Pauli was in last posiYon in the
league, the fans always remained posiYve and
supported the team. How important is this, and how
does it help the players knowing the fans are always
going to support them, even when the team is
struggling?

Credit: @suedzecke
Last week marked 9 years since “Schnecke” made his
brown and white debut in the ﬁrst team in a 2-0 defeat
at Kaiserslautern, having worked his way up from the
youth team into the ﬁrst team. In that Cme he’s played
almost every posiCon for FCSP (oﬃcial stats say he’s
never played striker or goalkeeper, but he probably
has). We caught up with Kalla to discuss the season.
1) Last weekend we secured safety for another season
in 2.Liga. (klassehalten!). How do you, and the team,
feel having achieved this?
It was very, very good to reach the goal at the end of
the season parHcularly aJer the ﬁrst half of the season
didn’t go so well for us and many considered us a writeoﬀ – and that already two match days before the end of
the season. That’s pure happiness and a massive relief.
2) We have now won our last 5 matches, which has
been an incredible turn of form. What do you think
are the reason/s behind this success?
All our performances have improved signiﬁcantly since
the winter break. We got even closer as a team and
things that didn’t work in the ﬁrst half of the season
started working for us again. We conHnued believing in
ourselves and you can see now what can be achieved
despite a bad ﬁrst half of the season.

Our fans are to us a massive support (“Faustpfand“ is
the word used by Schnecke, but this doesn’t translate
into English!) They are always behind us which isn’t
necessarily customary everywhere. You see this at
other grounds where whistling can soon start or where
the atmosphere can turn quickly if it’s not going well
aJer 10 or 15 minutes. Fortunately this is not the case
for us. We can always rely on our fans, no maFer if
home or away. They cross their ﬁngers for us even if we
are defeated and at the boFom of the table. It was an
important part of the jigsaw for the success we’ve
ﬁnally achieved.
4) On a personal level, how has the season been for
you?
Unfortunately the season did not go very well for me
personally. I had liFle Hme on the pitch and then in
October I got injured on top of this. I tore the intraarHcular ligament in my knee and was out unHl the
winter break. I’m just happy to be healthy and to be
part of this amazing team. The manager keeps
stressing: the eleven players who start a game at the
weekend can only prepare well for the match if the
players who aren’t in the starHng eleven oﬀer them a
good training level/intensity. I believe I always
challenge the boys who are currently our A-Team with
full commitment.
5) Now that we are safe in the 2.Bundesliga for next
season - what are your hopes for next season?
We have always played alternately for promoHon or
relegaHon in the last few years. Following this logic we
should be playing at the top of the table next season.
I’d be very happy if we have something to play for unHl
the last game of the season – albeit rather in the
opposite direcHon to this year. Personally I wish that I’ll
stay healthy, spend more Hme on the pitch and we
conHnue where we are currently at.

6) Ok, poliYcs. How important are the poliYcal values
of the club to the players? In England, there are no
teams who would have such a poliYcal stance. But in
Germany, not just at St. Pauli but elsewhere, poliYcs
and football is linked. Are you aware of the poliYcs
when you join the club, and does it eﬀect your
decision to join; for example?
I think it’s great that our fans are poliHcally acHve. It’s
also rare in German football that fans are as poliHcally
acHve as ours. I’m glad and proud to be at home at a
club where you don’t look away but speak your mind.
7) Two games leU, can we secure the Europa League
posiYon? :D
We are all keen to sHll reach the Europa League. You
can see this in training since staying up in the league.
We were all prepared for a liFle ﬁve-against-two and
fooball-tennis (*laughs*) but our coaching team
fortunately went a diﬀerent direcHon. We did runs and
sprints, spent Hme in the weights room and did various
smaller pitch tournaments. Through this the tension
stays with us and we can hopefully climb another few
places.

Credit: @fcstpauli

8) What are your plans for the summer? What will you
do with some Yme away from football? (Which of the
players are coming to Yorkshire? You should deﬁnitely
visit, beau9ful places, great beer and the most
wonderful weather…)
I really don’t have any plans for the summer. We’re not
even sure how long our break will be but we’ll surely
have two, three or maybe even four weeks to process
and recover from this very taxing season. I could
imagine spending a summer in Hamburg for once. By
now the weather is such that you can enjoy it here and
have no need to ﬂy far away. AJer all the mental and
physical preparaHon for the ﬁrst day of training and the
new season starts two weeks before the end of the
break.

Editor’s note - A thank you to Kalla and FC St. Pauli for
helping us with the interview in such a Cmely manner,
and thanks also to Nicole for the translaCon! Here’s to a
successful 2017/18 Europa League campaign…

While some of us are
celebrating, others are
deported…
This is Part 1 of a trilogy of stories from FC Lampedusa
St. Pauli. Part 2 to follow later in the Fanzine.
Barcelona, Tuesday 29 November 2016, dia cuatro, in
the evening.
The Coaching Crew of FC Lampedusa St. Pauli have
swapped their tracksuit tops for liFle black dresses.
Half an hour later, the hairdo is perfect too. The
makeup conjures some brilliance in our slightly
overHred eyes. Months of planning are ﬁnally coming
to fruiHon: the result of hundreds of emails exchanged
between us and the organisers of the City to City
Barcelona FAD Award, and the Foreigners’ RegistraHon
Oﬃce. A heap of paperwork had to be completed in
order to make it possible for 11 of our players to make
this journey with us. In addiHon, just two days before
departure, there were franHc negoHaHons with the
airline – in a sudden aFempt to thwart our plans in the
eleventh hour they were refusing to accept the papers
of some of our players. However, aJer fantasHc
teamwork with our hosts, the City of Barcelona and the
FC Barcelona, the airline eventually conﬁrmed that
FCLSP could travel with all our registered players. This
conﬁrmaHon coming just 15 hours before we were due
to ﬂy.
Never did we expect that an airline would doubt traveldocuments that were issued in Germany. You never
stop learning. On top of this, two of the young players,
we would also have liked to take with us to Barcelona,
were forced to leave Germany during the applicaHon
process. That alone was bad enough. The players were
freshening up too, and we looked forward to seeing
which of them would win the “shirt of the day contest”
– one of our favourite compeHHons at FCLSP.
In ﬁve minutes Hme, our fantasHc hosts would pick us
up at the hostel’s recepHon and bring us to the
presentaHon of the City to City Barcelona FAD Award
2016, the actual reason of this trip. “Bing! Bing!” – a
WhatsApp message comes in. It is from one of our
FCLSP players who had an appointment with the
foreigners’ registraHon oﬃce in Hamburg earlier this
morning. He hadn’t got in touch with us all day and we
were already worrying that the reason for his silence

was him having switched oﬀ all his phone in sorrow,
aJer being ‘asked’ to leave Germany within one week.
Reading the ﬁrst sentence on the lock screen already
did enough to bring us back to the harsh reality:
“...it's not a good situaHon, I'm in a closed camp right
now near the airport. I have to stay here Hll 2/12/16
and then they will deport me...“
We try hard not to burst into tears and to keep calm.
There’s no Hme for a second makeup session. Why now,
during our stay in Barcelona? Why did he not get
another extension? He already had to be at the
foreigners’ registraHon oﬃce every Monday anyway,
geung his short-term permit extended for another
week? Why does it seem to be unwanted that FCLSP
can properly bid farewell to its players? Why is the new
“DeportaHon Custody Facility”, which the City of
Hamburg operates at the airport, ﬁlled with our
midﬁelder while we are here – in the limelight – being
presented an award for “outstanding project work”?
Why do deportaHons take place on a home match day
of FC St. Pauli?
And why on earth is our Habibi locked up in this new
facility as only the ﬁJh person ever to have been
detained there? ALONE, apart from twenty around-theclock present employees of above menHoned oﬃce
and a security service, while we are in Barcelona,
feeling like we are being carried on hands, because our
project made it to the ﬁnal three of the City to City
Barcelona FAD Award 2016 compeHHon, out of the 100
entries submiFed? What on earth is wrong with our
world?
At least, the memories we share with this player reeling
in our mind’s eye prevent us from sinking into a sea of
tears. You grow with your tasks, as the German phrase
goes. But it is sHll so unfair!
Of course, we knew right from the start of this project
that this sort of pain would be involved, but sHll
Hamburg’s Ministry of the Interior, Youth and Sport
somehow manages to ever produce new variaHons of
an ugly face.

The more arbitrarily the deportaHons are scheduled,
the more brazen the methods get. But siung there
wailing has never helped anyone. We do not want to be
just another set of “do-gooders” providing only help.
However, we can only achieve integraHon within
structures which allow us to do it. The mere fact that
Hamburg’s Ministry of the Interior, Youth and Sport is
ONE municipal authority speaks for itself. Maybe it is
even the reason why our Habibi, in his ﬁrst recepHon
container camp, got a room with a view of the FCSP
training faciliHes? SomeHmes, when nothing else helps,
it is cynicism that can sHll make us laugh. We do what
we always do in situaHons like this: we keep calm. A
short phone call with the solicitor and the ﬁancée of
our midﬁelder and then we have to leave for the
awards ceremony.
The players noHce that something isn’t okay. Some ask
us, others do not. We do not want to spoil the ﬁrst and
– perhaps – only holiday of their lives. Their anxieHes
and sorrows leJ in Hamburg for a couple of days will be
with them again on their return. The players shall enjoy
themselves during their stay and forget their problems
for a while. The absurdity gradually sinks in. For three
years now, you’ve given your all to a project which has
become internaHonally renowned, wins awards… and
then you’re brought back to reality in such a terrible
way. Over the last three days, we were having so much
fun; had so many wonderful people around us; shared
great conversaHons and experienced very posiHve press
coverage of our trip. And the City of Hamburg? Puts
one of our players, all alone, into a jail which they don’t
even want to call a jail and fabricate disgusHng terms
like “departure custody” for such thing? In parHcular at
a Hme, when we are out of town for a couple of days?
One of our habibis?
A guy to become only the ﬁJh person to be put into
the new deportaHon jail at Hamburg Airport. The reel
keeps running in our mind’s eye. In front of Barcelona
City Hall, Christmas decoraHons sparkle. The Hmetable
is Hght. No Hme for a cool down cigareFe or another

make up check. The waterproof mascara fortunately
stands the single tears. In the outer oﬃce of Mayor Ada
Colau all the winners and award presenters are
gathering. Everybody approaches us: “What a great
project”, “So good to have you here”. Actually, we
should be grateful and happy in this very moment.
However, we do not really feel like celebraHng. We try
to hide that feeling. But why should we keep the
situaHon a secret? Jordi Cardoner, vice-chairman of the
FC Barcelona FoundaHon, is the ﬁrst to face reality.
Everyone shakes their heads in disbelief. And so it
remains for the rest of the night.
The door opens and Ada Colau comes in. A short
recepHon and then it gets started. We try to focus on
our address and go over our speech again, word by
word. Our gratefulness for the award and the invitaHon
shall, at the end of the day, be shown appropriately.
One of us gives the address in Catalan for two minutes
and the other then proceeds in English. DistracHon
therapy, given the events of the day. We manage to do
it with aplomb. The following marathon of handshakes,
taking photos and talks to the press does us good,
because it shows that we apparently do something
right.
In any case, we conHnue to pose for photos. “Tell us
when you need something”, is one of the central
sentences of the night, no maFer who we talk to. This
does us good, warms our hearts and recharges our
baFeries for the coming months. Back in Hamburg, we
will deﬁnitely need 100% recharged baFeries.
“We would love to clone your mayor, Ada Colau, and
take her with us to Hamburg,” we reply. Usually, we’re
at our funniest when things are at their worst, because
we know that we mean it.
And then, we go outside for a cigareQe and to call the
jail – of which it is said not to be a jail, because it has
free WiFi…

RUGBY LEAGUE
THAT NORTHERN SPORT

It's been a rough week for rugby league globalist/
expansionists with criHcs calling for Wayne BenneF's
head for the call-ups of Australian-born and previously
England capped Cronulla forward Chris Heighington,
and Queensland representaHve Chris McQueen to the
English naHonal team, alongside pessimists predicHng
the Toronto Wolfpack's ﬁrst home game was desHned
for failure.
But expansion team Toronto conHnued their somewhat
pointless (who's the pessimist now?) project in the 3rd
Her of rugby league, dishing out another hammering to,
this Hme, Oxford, a team more than just a couple of
miles away from the RL heartlands.
A crowd of over 6,000 turned up to watch the Wolfpack
run out at Lamport stadium, named aJer a former
Mayor of the city, for the ﬁrst Hme and saw the ‘pack
romp to a 62-12 victory. The fans seemed excitable, no
doubt helped by the parade of craJ beer breweries
selling their fare at the King Street West end of the
ground. The excitement was raised with the typical
North American pre-sporHng event fanfare. The
Toronto faithful were treated to badly CD backed
version of God Save the Queen, followed up by a
chorus of local school children belHng out Oh Canada,
which surprisingly not a lot of the Wolfpack players
sung along too. One presumes this must have been for
a poliHcal statement or something.

The game began and Toronto did what they've been
doing in every other league game they've played this
year. They started winning. And then started winning by
a bit more. The young Oxford team seemed spirited
and deﬁnitely wanted to give the game a dig. They
were ﬁred up, they had nothing to lose. They were
expected to come to Canada and get tonked, which
inevitably happened, but they certainly did not go
down without a ﬁght. Paul Rowley's team were
synonymously aggressive, with his team shown a
couple of reds and yellows, not ﬁnishing the game with
the tradiHonal 13 players on the pitch.
However, this isn't a game report or a play by play
report. There was two things very telling from this
game. One was Toronto are far too good for the division
they're in. In terms of playing ability, in terms of
professionallity, in terms of crowds. Just over 6,000
people showed up for the inaugural home hit out of the
Wolfpack. And sure, this number may ﬂuctuate over
the season, even Paris St. Germain RL had nearly
18,000 show up for the inaugural Super League against
Sheﬃeld, but some Super League clubs would relish
home crowds of a similar number. With many wary of
not expanding the game beyond it's M62 bubble, this
has hopefully told them that if marketed right, our
product is something people will want to be involved
in. No maFer where they are from.

The merchandise they (Wolfpack) oﬀer, their social
media presence, their ability to garner mainstream
press aFenHon; their Challenge Cup game against
Salford in April was live-streamed around the world to
420,000, facilitated by a popular sports fan page on
Facebook, oﬀers a measuring sHck of what they're
capable of. They're head and shoulders above every
club in League One and the Championship. They're
absolutely irresisHble. It's nigh on impossible not to get
sucked in to what they're doing. The next two years for
Toronto will be make or break, however with their
backing, no doubt they will be lining up amongst the
Super League clubs for the start of the 2019 season. (If
the league structures aren't to change again, that is).
The second thing that become more prevalent was
Oxford are not cut out for this level of rugby. That's not
a knock to what they are trying to create under Tim
Rumford (Oxford head coach), who appeared to ﬁeld a
young, fearless team, who gave themselves a decent
account of themselves, and have done so far this
season. At the top of the club, they have a team of
directors with both business and rugby know how. Tony
ColquiF was the CEO of St Helens when the club won
consecuHve Challenge Cups and won the minor
premiership 4 Hmes. They have a great foundaHon and
seem to be going about things the right way.
But they are a young team, in more ways than one.
Whilst they have claimed a somewhat scalp, beaHng
York at home earlier on in the season, Oxford; along
with teams such as Gloucestershire, Coventry and
Hemel Stags, ﬁnd it hard to compete with some of the
names synonymous with lower league Rugby League.
Keighley, Whitehaven, Barrow, Hunslet (and Toronto
now). Whether or not it is ﬁnancial, I am unsure, but it
could be as simplisHc as tradiHonal rugby league areas
produce beFer rugby league players than expansion
areas. Hunslet, a team with a desirable LS postcode,
have had the luxury of being able to pick up players
who their big city cohabitants, a team with a long
history of producing quality youngsters, have deemed
not good enough and let go when they become too old
to play for the team's Under 19s. Now this does not
necessarily mean they are bad players, one of the
current stars of Super League, Luke Gale, was let go by
Leeds due to a lack of opportuniHes for him with the
Loiners. Gale moved to fellow Yorkshire club Doncaster
in an eﬀort to kick start his rugby league career, playing
ﬁrst team rugby in the lower leagues, and the rest is
history. Development areas, such as Oxford,
Gloucestershire, are yet able to rely upon picking up
and producing local quality youngsters and oJen have
to rely on those willing to travel down south or treat
the clubs as a stepping stone. Young rugby players from
the South of England are more than likely to pick up the
other code of rugby, if they want to play the game.

So how is the gap plugged? Should the RFL create a
development league for these areas? A league where
teams don’t have to worry about relegaHons/
promoHon and can just focus on geung young players
from new areas playing rugby and harnessing their
skills? A league which could comprise of Oxford,
Gloucestershire, North and South Wales, Hemel Stags,
Coventry, as well as new areas where the RFL have
previously tried to kickstart Rugby League. Bristol,
Cornwall, Noungham, perhaps a team in Scotland to
capitalise on their relaHve internaHonal RL success.
Let’s allow these areas to create young, ambiHous,
enthusiasHc teams full of Bristolians, Cornish and Scabs
(you know where I mean), and hopefully the game will
reap the beneﬁts. This week, Mike McMeeken made his
debut for the English naHonal team, a player born in
Hampshire and product of the London Broncos
academy. The London experiment may not have wowed everyone, but there has been some good players to
come out of it. No doubt if other untried areas were
scouted, we’d ﬁnd more gems.
So back to this rough week for Rugby League
expansionists. There was a televised game of rugby
league between a team from Toronto and a team from
Oxford. Which juncHon oﬀ the M62 are those two?
England ﬁelded the two Australian born players, plus
London born McMeeken, and beat Samoa 30-10,
playing some nice rugby along the way. Leeds gave a
Super League debut to Gdansk-born Mikolaj Oledzki in
the South of France against the Catalan Dragons. Aye,
another week of doom and gloom for that northern
sport.
Ronnie Hotdog.

WHAT THE F**K TO DO
WITH ALL THOSE
ST. PAULI STICKERS
ANSWER #1: COVER YOUR ELECTRIC METER CUPBOARD IN THEM.

Any sugges9ons can be submiSed by email to info@yorkshirestpauli.com

sixteen thousand
stickers later
SYckers, everyone likes sYckers don’t they?
16,000 new boldly ordered sHckers later and Glasgow
St. Pauli was born. Plus 20 scarves. Now we just needed
somewhere to sHck them. And someone to wear them,
the scarves, not the sHckers, although with that
amount, someone cuung about Glasgow dressed from
head to toe in sHckers might’ve been our only opHon.
We quickly recruited some members to our new
supporters club. Amongst our circle of friends Nick
Davidson’s ‘Pirates, Punks and PoliHcs’ was being
passed around and those who had an interest in fcsp
before we now hooked. A few of us had already been
to the Millerntor back in 2010 and had followed the
club since. Those that hadn’t, quickly got their ﬁrst
experience of those terraces as our ﬁrst trip as a group
was being booked.
The ﬁrst trip, missed ﬂight included, was a victory
against Duisburg. And from then on more and more
trips would be made, each one being more surreal than
the last. When we set this supporters club up, at no
point did we ever expect to be siung with fcsp staﬀ in a
wee meeHng room on a Friday night, (sHnking of the
fumes from the eck) discussing an iniHaHve we were
working on and fcsp telling us that they would like to be
involved. Some of the bewildered expressions of our
members during that meeHng were priceless, as a few
of us tried to make it sound like we knew what we were
talking about.
That meeHng was about just one of the charity
fundraisers that we have been proud to be a part of in
our ﬁrst year. When we started this, we wanted to be
able to do what YSP were doing, the members emails
over the years we received from them and the twiFer
updates showed just what could be achieved with likeminded folk together, so we wanted to get involved
too!
In our ﬁrst year we are amazed, delighted and fucking
astounded to say that we raised over £10,000 from our
fundraising acHviHes. I’ll take this moment to apologies
for the twiFer bombardment of ‘give us money’, but it
worked! And we’ll be doing it again, and again, and
again! AJer all, all that money that was raised has went
to help Glasgow Womens Aid, Glasgow Childrens
Hospital Charity, The Invisibles, and Refuweegee. There
was also the afore menHoned meeHng with fcsp. Our
More Than Football iniHaHve is raising money for child

refugees living in Hamburg. We then buy Hckets for
them to go to matches at the Millerntor, the form of
the team though at that stage of the season was raising
the quesHons (jokingly, I hoped) of ‘do we really want
to put these kids through this?’. Seeing the faces of the
kids that morning as we gave them GSP bags made us
realise just why we were doing this and why we’re
going to conHnue to do this. Although a lesson learned,
if you are in a similar situaHon. Children like bags.
Children don’t like paper, regardless if that paper is a
match Hcket. Thankfully no match Hckets were harmed
in this encounter, just.
Other than our fundraising, the other enjoyable part
about being a supporters club, (WIFI not being one of
them!!!), is meeHng the amazing people we have met
in our ﬁrst year. We ﬁrst met Shawn from St. Pauli fans
NYC and also Barry (who at that point was a YSP
member but is also now involved in Manchester St.
Pauli), in the same week as each other and showed
them the delights of our favourite ale house in
Glasgow. We then shared an amazing night at the
handball with members of the Catalunya St. Pauli and
Piratas del sur.
Unbelievably at this point we sHll hadn’t met any of our
blueprint supporters club that is YSP, the fucking
geographically closest one as well! We recHﬁed this on
accepHng the invite to aFend the xmas bash that Chris
had put on. The train ride down there will forever be
remembered with tears of laughter streaming down
the face, as a Hme passing game of taking footballers
names and then… no, we cant say, but it worked. Finally
meeHng up with the YSP members was great and it was
great to see the special places they are lucky to have
down there for showing the games. More places need a
Brudenell and a Wharf Chambers!

We’ve gone from 2 members with delusions of
grandeur to close to 40 members in our ﬁrst year. It has
been a fucking immense year, both on and oﬀ the pitch.
On the pitch though the change in fortunes in the fcsp
side has been aFributed to one thing. No, not the sheer
unspeakable brilliance that is Ewald. No no, apparently
our amazing season turnaround performances are
down to the fact that the shebeen pub on the HeinHoyer-Straße now has a GSP scarf above the bar.
Legend has it that ever since one of our members made
this unselﬁsh gesture, the team have never been the
same again. Anyone else got a beFer reason?
As this is wriFen, it’s a week before we ﬂy out for our
ﬁrst sonderzug. The coming together of GSP, more YSP
and SCUM is bound to be something to remember,
shaking through tremors in the weeks that will follow.
During this upcoming trip we are hugely privileged to
be asked to be involved in playing in the opposiHon side
against the great FC Lampedusa, nothing will ﬁll us with
more joy than being absolutely thumped on the park by
this team. The work that has been done with that team
is incredible and the unfortunate every day struggles
that the players face is something that no-one should
have to go through. I just hope the sight of out of

shape, untalented Glasweigan men in ill ﬁung kits,
vomiHng on the side of the pitch will give them some
joy that day.
So, with that, that’s been our ﬁrst year. My ﬂat might
resemble a merch stall at a gig from now on, but seeing
all that GSP merch going out to places all over the
world has been surreal and a delight. We will conHnue
with our fundraisers, we will conHnue with our many
trips to the Millerntor, we will conHnue to meet and
watch the games and ﬁght like fuck to get WIFI or suﬀer
the nightmare that is (phones in a bowl) delayed
showings of the game. We will conHnue with the
corners and shy’s game,( great fun, especially if FCSP
are playing shit) and we will conHnue with our never
ending ‘no we’re not a CelHc club’. But most of all, we
will conHnue to be a part of something that we are now
included in. Those fcsp fangroups around the globe are
all inspiring examples of what can be done. We love
being part of it. Get involved. As Nick says in Pirates,
Punks and PoliHcs…
‘Set up a fan club of your own.’
Gary, Glasgow St. Pauli

FORBunking
REFUGEES
off
AND
ASYLUM
SEEKERS
in Fuerth

So. It’s Sunday and I’m supposed to be working. I’m at a
convenHon in Nuremberg that oﬃcially starts
tomorrow, but today I’m registered to aFend seminars
called things like ‘Sustainable tourism products and
services in travel desHnaHon Germany’. Tantalisingly, in
neighbouring Fürth there’s a second division game
taking place between upper mid-table SpVgg Greuther
Fürth and Karlsruher SC, both former German
champions. Shhhh, don’t tell anyone, will you, but me
and YSP regular Jack felt that a trip to the Ronhof
Stadium would be more educaHonal.
The Spielvereinigung Fürth was one of Germany’s early
successful clubs aJer the formaHon of the naHonal
championship. In the days before the formaHon of the
Bundesliga in the early 1960s German clubs competed
to be regional champions, before playing oﬀ each
season with the successful clubs from other regions for
the crown of Deutscher Meister. SpVgg Fürth were
German champions 3 Hmes between 1914 and the end
of the 1920s before decline set in and neighbours 1FC
Nürnberg became top dog locally. Where does the
‘Greuther’ bit come in, you might be asking? Well, in
1996 SpVgg Fürth merged with village club TSV
Vestenbergsgreuth, whose claim to fame had been
knocking the mighty FC Bayern out of the German cup
the year before aJer years of steady sporHng
achievement.
Opponents Karlsruher SC were also crowned German
champions in 1909 and had also been cup winners in
1955 and 1956. More recently, they enjoyed a period of
success in the top ﬂight under Winfried Schäfer in the
1990s, but had also fallen into decline, culminaHng in

this season’s hopeless situaHon set adriJ at the foot of
Division 2.
For the anoraks out there, the unevenƒul suburban line
between Nuremberg and Fürth was Germany’s ﬁrst
passenger railway. Today the suburban trains connect
the two ciHes quickly and from Fürth buses transport
you to the Ronhof, set amidst a type of suburbia you’d
normally expect around an Oberliga ground rather than
an aspiring top ﬂight club. Standing with the
‘KleeblaF’ (Clovers) Fürth fans behind the goal on the
Nordkurve, I was pleasantly surprised by the gender
and age mix. It made for a really nice, chilled Sunday
aJernoon atmosphere. Across the park a silent band of
KSC fans stood behind their banner reading, “Our shirt,
our pride – for you just a piece of cloth,” a clear
message to the players who had let them down this
season. They made virtually no noise throughout the
game despite a new coach trying out a few diﬀerent
players with next season’s 3rd Division campaign in
mind. Well, what followed was an unevenƒul game
with few goal opportuniHes, but the beer was good and
the Fürth ultras made some atmosphere. KSC played
surprisingly well, looking strong at the back but
toothless on the break unHl Yann scored a shock 89th
minute winner to leave the home fans ﬂeeing for the
turnsHles. We leJ conﬁdent that our FCSP would turn
over Fürth the following week, wondering whether KSC
would ﬁght their way back next season or disappear
into obscurity. The Ronhof? Well, it’s no Millerntor, but
I’d go again under the same circumstances. Right,
beFer do some work, I suppose!!
Rob

PART TWO:
visiting hours
“I know who YOU are, I know who HE is and I know
that HE plays football for your team – which I ﬁnd
such a great project” (Oﬃcer in charge at the
“Departure Custody Facility” at Hamburg Airport)
Since 2016, the Hamburg foreigners’ registraHon oﬃce
has been operaHng its own detenHon facility. In this
compound, only clerks of Hamburg’s foreigners’
registraHon oﬃce and employees of a private security
service work. These clerks detain people inside the
registraHon oﬃce; have them commiFed to their selfoperated jail by their own co-workers; and, then,
guarded unHl the detainees are deported by plane – a
process that is completed in just four days.
But what does it look like, and how does it feel to be
inside the DetenHon Facility? AJer our, FC Lampedusa
St. Pauli’s, landing at Hamburg Airport from Barcelona
on 30 November 2016 (see part 1 of our trilogy), we
immediately called the DetenHon Facility asking if one
of us could come to visit our detained Habibi right
away, since we were calling from the Airport. The guy at
the other end of the line informed us that the visiHng
hours ended at 18h00, so there’d be a chance if we
make tracks. Who exactly would be visiHng? he asked.
“A friend”, I replied. We’ve just landed – returning from
Barcelona – and were appalled to learn that our bro
had been detained. “Yes, I do have an ID with me and
would leave the team at the airport, ask them to look
aJer my luggage and take the next taxi” I added.
“But you know that it takes a while to get to the facility
as it’s not at the directly accessible from the airport but
on the far side of it”, the voice at the other end of the
line informed me. “I do know. Yes, I’ll surely make it
before six, though”.
AJer ﬁve minutes driving in the taxi, I received a call
back and am told by a male voice that it would be no
longer possible to come. “Come again? I’m in the taxi
already and on my way”, I replied. He was sorry, he
said, but a visit would be – for organisaHonal reasons
he wasn’t authorised to explain – not going to happen
today. I tried to persuade him to bring our midﬁelder to
one of the gates or a fence - at least - so that I could see
and talk to him from the other side. I even promised
not to touch him. However, the guy just said that he
wasn’t authorised to permit this and that I could come
the next day at 10h00. Totally upset, I asked the driver
to return to the airport, where I got out again. Alone, in
the rain, I was back at the airport.

Thursday morning: I was oﬀ to Niendorf, a district in the
north of the city, where the deportaHon facility is
located. Through the rain, I passed detached houses
and a fence, cross the ground of the local sports club
and enter a wood. From this club’s parking lot, I called
the number on the washed-out paper, which was
covered in a transparent ﬁlm and taped to the gate:
“DeportaHon DetenHon Facility Hamburg. Visitors
register here”. The man on the line answered: “We’re
coming”. Coming to where, I asked myself.
Through trees and underbrush, behind another fence
wrapped in barbed wire you can see white-blue
containers. Alright, this is what they mean with
“where”: the massive iron-gate, through which you can
only just guess the silhoueFes of three or four people
in the drizzle. Behind a fence “secured” with barbed
wire. “I have an appointment for 10 o’clock”, I explained
clumsily. “Okay, come in. First go through the gate, then
through the entrance door”. The gate opened, closed,
the door opened, closed. Holy shit, what a terrible
place they have brought our FCLSP player to. All alone on top of that!
On the one hand, it is actually a sort of relief to know
that this place doesn’t have even more people forced
to be waiHng for their deportaHon. In the middle of a
wood, behind barbed wire, in a jail made of stacked
containers. But an enHre jail for just one player of FC
Lampedusa St. Pauli? Hard to take, all alone in the
middle of nowhere. He is only the ﬁJh detainee in the
“departure custody” that the Hamburg foreigners’
registraHon oﬃce erected near the airport only
recently, aJer “two Azerbaijani, one Armenian and one
EgypHan”, according to a local newspaper. For only four
days, the registraHon oﬃce is permiFed to detain
refugees in their own jail. Then I’m let in with my trolley
bag which I – aJer the return from Barcelona –
empHed quickly in order to repack it for our Habibi, so
that he has at least his stuﬀ. Into jail, for the plane, to
deportaHon!
There’s not much that he can call his belongings: in
about 2 years aJer having leJ his home country,
looking for, as he said, “for a place where he can just be
what he is and where he can live in peace.”
Approximately two years of incomprehension,
container camps, summons, harassment, rejecHon,
escape, loneliness, speechlessness and the constant
fear of geung detained and deported. Back, back to…
back to where?

Back to where he, for good reasons, jumped at the ﬁrst
opportunity oﬀered to get away from? Back to where
there was and sHll awaits only incomprehension,
harassment, rejecHon, loneliness and things being even
worse? Back to a country and a society that has been
broken, torn apart, destroyed, brutalised and
traumaHsed by war and the legacy of it? Back to where
there is misery, displacement, corrupHon, intolerance
and hopelessness? Cooped-up and barred at a place
where there’s nothing? The place where he was
actually born but doesn’t have to live his whole life.
What sort of person is enHtled to decide upon where
other people may live and where they may not? And
who are the people assuming they have the power to
decide upon it?
In the oﬃce, I’m greeted by two female and three male
oﬃcers from the foreigners’ registraHon oﬃce. At the
door, through which I entered, stands a female
employee from the security company, with her male
colleague at the other. One of the female registraHons
oﬃce clerks introduces her to me and requests my ID. A
phone call is made asking if I’m permiFed to enter at
all.
“NegaHve!” – “I’m sorry? Oh, stop it, you sent me away
yesterday already. I’m bringing his belongings.” – “But,
be happy, ‘negaHve’ at us means ‘posiHve’!” It is, for
sure, another world.
She assigns me a shelf in a locker where I have to put
everything I’m not permiFed to take in with me: my
jacket, bag, money etc. Then, all men leJ the oﬃce and
a second female security person entered, taking
posiHon at the other door. Now, exactly four women
are in the room with me. First, I have to remove my
shoes, pull down my knee socks, take oﬀ my jumper,
open my trousers, then I have to stand against the wall.
There is a parHcular piece of carpet you have to stand
on. Spread eagled and facing the wall I am roughly
frisked at ﬁrst, like at any FCSP home game, before
things turn into a real body search: puung hands down
and liJing t-shirt and tank top, showing bare back, turn
around, showing bare breast, turn around, hands back
against the wall. “It is for his own safety”, the lady did
claim.
Without words! In the end, I’m allowed to put my
hands down, turn my face away from the wall and to
put my clothes back on. But I’m not permiFed to sit on
her chair again while puung my shoes back on. Then,
the men come back in. They search the trolley case. All
pieces of clothing are unfold one by one, touched and
searched and the empty case is checked thoroughly.
When I said that it was checked only the day before at
Barcelona Airport, someone snapped at me that, “This
is Schengen area. Nothing is checked in this.” Well, I do
hope it’s not right! Half an hour later, the (mostly
sports) clothing is unpacked, searched and at least
somewhat acceptably repacked. Meanwhile, the

“suitcase search oﬃcer” tried to start a chaung about
football - FC St. Pauli, Altona 93 and FC Barcelona. He’d
be a football fan himself, he said, and would be familiar
with it. “How was Barcelona?” he asked. “You’ve
certainly been in Camp Nou, right?” When he told me
that I could not take the freshly searched Barça giJ bag
into the jail, we – aJer all, we’re “football fans” –
agreed on that I could take the Barcelona giJs in their
original package into the jail, showing him them,
bringing them back outside where he could check them
once again and then put them into the suitcase. So
things go – apparently – among “football fans” only!
Then I’m ﬁnally allowed in. However, I don’t know
where to go as I’m, fortunately, not familiar with this
place. Then, they bring me to our Habibi who waited
for me inside an unbelievably ugly, uncomfortable, bare
and cold visitors’ room. He looked pale, skinny and
overHred. No surprise, given this terrible and lonely
place. But sHll he was being brave. We hug and talk
about the situaHon “in there”. He asked about our Hme
in Barcelona and that he didn’t want to spoil our great
trip. Which is also why he insisted to us not to tell
anyone about his terrible situaHon. He’d been so sorry,
he said.
And how we were sorry. AJer all, it’s not us being put
into jail without warning and facing deportaHon the
next morning. A situaHon terrible to imagine. However,
impossible to be stopped, despite all endeavours of his
barrister. What a shame! And, in midst of all horrors,
we also did have an occasional laugh. Brave young FC
Lampedusa St. Pauli player!
But now we really would have to come to an end, as it
was past 12 o’clock already, the security person in the
corner watching the visit, informed us. I went back to
the oﬃce, returning the Barcelona giJs and then, to
the foreigners’ registraHon oﬃce clerk, who’s authority
operates a jail where they detain people for the only
purpose of deporHng them. Unexpectedly, the clerk
tells me that he knows who I am, that he – poinHng to
the hall, where our dear brother and FCLSP player is
standing and looking at me for the last Hme through
the open door, knows who HE is, that he knows what
WE do and that HE plays for our team. He’s interested
in football as well and ﬁnds FCLSP such a great project.
If this is the case, then he should release our central
midﬁelder right now, I say.
“Well”, THIS he, of course, couldn’t do – but why can’t
he?
The next morning, on Friday, 2 December 2016 at 7 pm
the FC Lampedusa St. Pauli player, our Habibi, our bro
and friend, was deported by plane from Hamburg
Airport.
On a home game day of FC St. Pauli!

